Timeless Tulips Box Card Instructions
Products Used
1 x A4 Crumb Cake Cardstock
1 x A5 Rich Razzleberry Cardstock
1 x A4 Whisper White Cardstock
1/2m Burlap Ribbon

White Embossing Powder
Emboss Buddy
Scissors
Highland Heather Ink
Gorgeous Grape Ink
Garden Green Ink
Tear n Tape

Supplies Needed
Trimmer/Scorer
Timeless Tulips Stamp Set
Tulip Builder Punch
Basket Weave Embossing Folder (Annual
Catalogue)
Versamark Ink
Heat Tool
Sponge Dauber
Rich Razzleberry Ink
Old Olive Ink
Tombow

To make the Box
CUT the Crumb Cake piece
to measure 10.5cm x 29.7
(the full length of the long
edge)
SCORE at 7, 14, 21 and
28cm down from the long
29.7cm edge.
SCORE at 7cm down from
the short 10.5cm edge.
CUT down the 3.5cm score
lines to create 4 fl aps for the
box edge and cut remove
the small edge piece which
measures 3.5cm x 1.97cm

CUT a piece of crumb cake to measure 6cm x 10cm from left over scrap.
SCORE at 1.5cm at both ends and CUT down the middle at 3cm (see below)

EMBOSS the Box base with the basket
weave embossing folder. Fold the fl aps
of the box onto the box base (see below)
and feed one half of the box through the
Big Shot with the platform and a clear
plate.

Rotate the box base to emboss the other half (see above).
REINFORCE folds and GLUE the end flap to create your
box. REINFORCE all your creases by flattening your box
on every crease.
GLUE the internal pieces in place at approx 1/3 and 2/3
spacing inside the box.
NOTE: put glue (I used tombow) on one end of the insert
and glue in place. Add tombow to the other end and
then fl atten the box and it will stick it in the perfect
position on the opposite side of the box.

TO MAKE THE TULIPS
You need to stamp at least 6 large tulips, 4 medium tulips and 3 small tulips and various
leaves. I stamped the smaller tulips and leaves which do not coordinate with a punch and
HAND CUT them out.
You are using Highland Heather, Gorgeous Grape and Rich Razzleberry Ink to stamp the
tulips.
INK up the tulip stamp with your chosen colour (lighter is better, I used Highland Heather)
and then using a dauber, add a little of a darker colour using a sponge dauber. You can
create many different colour combinations and they are all lovely. Experiment onto your
whisper white piece of A4 and use your preferred ones. (See below).

NOTE: When using the largest tulip stamp and leaf which coordinate with the punch you
need to position the stamped images onto the cardstock so you can get the most economical
punch out and without punching other stamped images.
NOTE: Stamp the tulip and leaf at the top and bottom of your sheet of whisper white close to
the edge to make punching easier.
You are using Old Olive and Garden Green Ink to stamp the leaves.
INK up the leaf stamps in Old Olive (the lightest colour) and then using a dauber, add a little
of a darker colour ink on areas of the leaf. You can use the same colour with the dauber to
give a subtle deeper shade.
Once you are happy with your array of tulips and leaves you can begin layering them inside
your box. We are adding them in 4 rows which include the two internal pieces, the back and
front of the box. I used tombow to glue them in place, just a dot at the base of the tulip.
NOTE: Be frugal with your glue as any seeping glue could glue your box flat.

NOTE: Stick the tulips in varying heights in the box but the tallest tulips should be at the back
of the box and slightly lower at the front so you can see all 4 layers of fl owers.
If you wish to GLUE the flaps of your box in place (ouch!) you can use three dimensionals
layered on top of one another to give some dimension to the box but be warned it will cost
more to post as the envelope will be thicker.
STAMP your chosen greeting from the Timeless Tulips Stamp set onto Rich Razzleberry
cardstock in Versamark Ink and HEAT EMBOSS in white embossing powder.
CUT around the greeting and make a banner for the front of the box.
WRAP your Burlap Ribbon around the box and tie in a bow. Secure with tear n tape.
ATTACH your greeting above the box.

